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THE DEVELOPMENT OF SEWING

When the folded sections (or gatherings) were joined
together to make the codex, the weakness of the spine
became clearly visible. Apart from the prolection of a
cover, sewing supports were the next step in the
evolution of the bound book. Sewing around stiffeners
such as leather or vellum slrips, thongs and eventually
corcls, all of various number and thickness resulted in a
style called Flexible Sewing. In western countries il is
the traditional method. A variation, Recessed Sev,inS,
or Sawn-in Seu,ing as it is more commonly termed,

enables us to bind a book with laced-in boards without
the raised bands of the traditional method and with a
resultant smooth spine. The smooth back of the cover
allows the finishei to decorate the covering material
with lettering and designs in greater freedom than the
small, reslrictive panelJcreated by the covering material
being laid over rdised tltongs or cotds

i.nother advantage of recessing the sewing is the
ootional technique aft'orded the fonvarder in creating a

'l6ose-back' by a'ttaching a variety of folded linings, e.g.
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loose backed books open readity and stay open when
laid flat. '

Sawn-in sewing has been attribuled to Nicolas
Derome (1731-88) iho wanted his bindings to have
'hollow' or loose backs instead of .tight'iacks (the
leather covering glued direct to rhe spine) so that his
toolin€ might not be damaged by opeiring-the book. In
fact the.origirll!smoorh Uatk is-easity tr-aced firstly to
lbpti. (3m-400 A.d.), then to Byzintine (S00 A.d.)
times when the sewing was attached to the'the covei
boards but without cords or other support Knife cuts
were used to make holes in the spines of the sections
for sewing. Sewing was then siarted at the boards,
working.towards the centre of the text, at which point
the two halves were sewn together. In other exariples
the sewn textblock was aftenvards sewn by loops o'n to
the boards. Thus an unsupported smooih spine was
common to Greek, Coptic and Islamic bindine. But the
smooth spine was unfdmiliar in the West uniil the lare
L5th or early 16th century when it was inlroduced by
Islamic craftlmen and tradln to those of Venice

. . . Y"oiry not.only straddted the crossroads of Europe,
it had evolved into a cosmopolitan ma*etplace of itre
trades and products of Europe, the entire Orient and the
thriving Mediterranean basi-n. Tladen seeking new ideas
and products looked, first, lo Venice. Manv book tade
innovations originated there. The huge incr6ase in book
prgductign, design and printing during the 15th century
Ied to the, invention, in Venice, of pasteboard as a
substitute for the nonnal, wooden covLrs. The trade in
pfper had become, by the 16th century, very widespread.
Modem researchers tiacing a volume'l' origin by means
of the watermarks on th-e various papers- useO in the
production are often frustrated by itr-e different types
used, the several printen employid and the variety of
papeis oftel m!!ed 1n separare ant even far-flung pldces.

Some bookbinden had already imitated Giebt and
Byzanline bindings and they are qlite ornate with their
smooth backs providing greater scope for omamentation
than the traditional Western style of banded panels
which restricted the size of decorations and all'to do
with it.The freedom afforded by the new smooth-backed
style soon spread from Italy to France - the common
route of most cultural devblopment in the West. The
speedy qlpgnpio_n-rn popularity of sewing on rhongs or
corcls which had been recessed into sawcuts has been
well established by examples bound in Basel as early as
1545-50 which 6isplay'fully recessed cords. Olher
examples of lhe period havi: sewings on single or
doulle thongs (using the double thong method): some
ot tnese were recessed. At the same time many books
weremade smoothbacked by being sewn on raised cor6
brtt with small panels of leaiher lining the spine so thar
the back looked smooth after the bi-nding was
completed. From the 1550's on, the best French
bindings had no raised bands: but they did have narrow
squares, endbands and elaborately tooled backs.

Thongs replaced by cords
Cheaper bindings retained the raised bands. In Germany
cord was substituted as a sewing support as early as th[:
16th century although tawed itronfs continued to be
used-thr-oughout the rest of Europe. The cords were
attached to the wooden board covers by means of small
pegs which plugged the holes which had been drilled
thrgugh the boards. Another interesting feature of rhat
period was that the German bindings wdre distinctive by
a label adhered to the head of the back. Sewing on cord,
instead of thongs or vellum strips, was intr6duced in

France in the early 17th century.
In England other changes had been evolving. Books

had been stored, then shelved, with the fore edge
outward. Sometimes chains were attached to the fore
edge square and the bookcase. Tiaditionally, before
shelving, they had been kept in chests, stowed standing
on the fore edges, backs uppermost and visible. The
history of the development of lettering on the backs of
books, lettering pieces set into panels and labels of
vellum or paper tell us something of the methods used
in the slorage of the books. In Britain, books began to
be stood on their tails, backs outward, in the late 17th
century. By thal time recessed sewing was quite
common in Britain. However, it remained associated
with cheaper bindings with alum-tawed (or tanned)
leather supports, no endbanding and finished on the back
with a double fillet (run up).

The shift to cords can be dated, in Britain, to about
7ffi-762. Sewing was on 2, 3 or 4 cords: usually
sewn 2-on. It seems fairly clear that every opponunity
to speed up binding processes was exploited. And, &at
was undoubtedly caued by the acceleration in education,
reading and trade with the increase in books published in
the English language instead of Latin. Sawing-in rhe
spine made, and still makes, the book much faster to
sew. Not only are the needle holes ready-made, but the
alignment of the sections to the head of the text was,
thus, e asily and simultaneously achieved.

One of the puzzles remaining in the history of
bookbinding concems the many books bound in this
period which have unused sawcuts. Some spines display
two cuts at the kettle stitch, one of them unused.
Another, printed in 1656, has deep saw culs suitable for
thongs, but others are shallow and unused.

There were, of course, alternative methods used to
achieve smooth spines: flat, tawed thongs in shallow
groves; unsupported flat vellum; coloured cloth sewing
supports were far from uncommon - these were trade
garment offcuts but a typical example of the economies
in an increasingly competitive trade. Sawn-in cords
continued to be used for case-bound books from their
inception in the 1820's until well after the arrival of
linen tape as a sewing support in the late 19th century
for the newly invented sewing machine; hand -sewn
ccsdeditions continued to be producedcommercially as
late as the 1930s. It is important to note that sawn-in
sewing of cord is sti[ used on the majority of extra-
letterpress books bound in the trade binderies in Britain;
the flexible, raised band style being used occasionally.

Doubtless, economy of time has had a strong
influence on the life of this style but that is not anew
problem for the professional bookbinder who faces the
equation of time and costs with every job. Most craft
binders appear to prefer the flexible style with tapes for
smooth or hollow-backed work in order to avoid
unnecessary damage to the spine ofsections.

False Bands to Replace the Real Ones
Some of the economies in bookbinding have not met
with the approval of he customer, reader or booklover.
Most prefer endbanding, even factory made stuff. They
also like the bookishness of books which includes
bands, false or otherwise. so, today, machine made
books often have these features added artificially to
mainlain an illusion. But these illusory measures have a
history ... for instance, strips of old vellum manuscrips
were often used as sewing supports in the early 17th
century, sometimes with cord overlaid. Another method
was to wrap a piece of tawed skin around a tanned thong
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century, sometimes with cord overlaid. Another method
wils to wrap a piece of tawed skin around a tanned thorlg
with only ihe thong being laced in. As early as 1688
tightly roled scraps of paper were used as endband cores
and false bands.

There seems to be little doubt that false raised
bands originated as a binder's and bookseller's deception
of the public. The two trades were, then and long
before, in much closer association than they are today.
Many traders were skilled in both fields, e.g. Dr Samuel
Johnson, his father and brother were all
binder/booksellen.

Books were also often sewn on two, or perhaps
three, recessed cords but with five or more /a/se bands
raised and then tooled on the back accordingly. Unsewn
(adhesive-bound) books were sometimes produced, and
with false bands, sewn endbands, and laced in as well.
But all as means of deception! There is even an example
of an adhesive-bound book which has thongs glued in to
achieve a mock limp-vellum binding. The subject of
bookbinders' economies and deceptions makes a
valuable thesis for some eager, young Ph.D. scholar.
Because r/rar is what it was all about and what it always

MOROCCO BOUND

EARLY PRINTTNG SHOPS

came down to - Costs and Profits.
The fixed scales of binding charges, agreed to by

the larger binding firms ia their -guilds (trade
associati6ns) must have tempted many a backyard (more
likely, sitting room) bookbinder and/or bookseller, to
charle for first-rate workwhen many shortcuts had been
taken and inferior materials used..

Even today, the independenl bookbinder rarely gets
offered expensive and specially commissioned, deligned-
work. Thdir wage bills are paid for by a steady- influx of
regular, small j-obs with thle occasional set of volumes
or-small editibn to provide a little sunshine. Book
repairing and restoratibn, due lo new book prices as well
as anciEnt books becoming more highly valued is
offering more employment and, perhaps, profit. The
economies of the past in paper and other book materials
now provide cirnsideia6le work for binders and
conservators. But the fact remains, the professional
binder, restorer or conservator has always had to
compete in a marketplace and" doubtless, 

t:&:/;,*""
[I!e author wishes to acknowledge the assistance he received

from discussing rbe subject with Dr Nicholas Pickwoad last year]

Much is made about the invention of the printing press.
It is commonly supposed that it was suddenly due to a
clever German in Mainz in 1,445. The reality took
Ionger than a night's good sleep. Nor was it a hunger
for books and leaming that precipitated the Machine
Age of books. It was the combination of the pinting
press using moulded leadrype on paper thatreduced
the rctail prices of books and created a new market.

The craft of paper making left the Orient and via a
long, slow and tortuous trail reached Europe c. 1,100. It
was first made in Spain c. 1150, in Italy in t276, in
England in L3@, France in 1348 and in Germany at
Nrirnberg c. 14(X): not exactly earth-shattering progress.
Paper is still imported into many countries including
Australia; without it, the ingenuity of Hen Gutenberg
would have counted for little. Paper, then cheap paper
and its universal availability set the scene for book-
printing - for 500 years the largest industrial user of
paper.

Despite all that, it was not unlll t477 that William
Caxton set up his press in the Almoner's Office
opposite the gatehouse of Westminster. Presses had
grown in number but the increase had not been as

speedy as many historians suggest. Before the 15th
century ended there were 71 presses in Italy (which
heavily suggests the country of origin as many Ilalian
historians claim to this day), 50 in Germany, 36 in
France and 26 in Spain. Holland recorded only 14,
Switzerland, and there were 4 each in Austria and
Bohemia (now Czechoslovakia). There were only 3 in
England. Slowness off the mark has long been an
English trait - in design, legislation, love and war;
Ames and Herbert recorded over 350 printing firms,
engaged in book production between 747 1 and 1600, in
England and Scotland. They issued over 10,000 titles,
many in several volumes.

From earliest times, the State and the Churches
have not frowned on authorship so much as the act of
publication. Both of these institutions sought to terrify

where they could not subdue. Much to their annoyance
books ancilearning resisted their tyranny then and resist
it still. Princes and Bishops soon learned that
censorship was difficult; it is-even harder to police
desoite ihe licensing of Drinters, stationers and
boolsellers. The olddt act'of legal censorship was

issued by Archbishop Berthold of Mainz, on January
10th, 1485.

In Scotland, in 151-5, an Act was passed forbidding
anyone to print or publish any books, ball{ts' lgngs,
'biasphemdtious' rhymes, or tragedies in English or
Latin until 'they had been examined by some wise and

duly appointed discreet pe$on'.'Id England anti-P6pery books were proscribed in
1526 whei'a statute coirdehned such publishers to the
most severe penalties. Ironically, a few years later, the
same statute was repealed by another law which
suppressed every Catholic publication with equal rigory.
Wh-en Mary cdme to the throne the law was ag-am

reversed oirty to be reversed once more within a few
months when Elizabeth acceded.

With the dissolution of the monasteries, the office
of scribe became redundant. Frclesiastical authorities
hoped for and strove to see the trade in printed books die
a natural death or, at least, remain fiercely expensive, so

that the old methods of diffusing knowledge mighl
return and congregations and classes learn only thal
which their teachers imparted to them orally.

Isaac D'Israeli, lh-e father of the great English
novelist and Prime Minister, Benjamin Disraeli, wrole :

under Henry VIII, books became the organs of
the passioni of mankind. Tht-y were not only
prin[eO but spread about. If the presses of
bngland dared'not disclose the hazardbus secrets

of the writers, the people were surreptitiously
furnished with English books from foreign
presses.

Indeed- a few months after Elizabeth's accession an

injunction was issued, in 1559, that 'no one may print
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any book or paper whatsoever unless the same be
license'. John Jugge, Her Majesty's printer, secured the
Iucrative privilege of printing all Bibles and
Testaments. Rictiard to-tiritt obtained the cosy
monopo-ly.over.the printing of law books; John Day
acquired the sole market fbr ABC,s and catechismi;
James Roberts and Richard Watkyns got the almanac
market; Thomas Marsh the Latin tdxts tLeO in grammar
schools and Thomas Vautrollier all Latin books except
school texts; one Bryde, .a singing man,, all music
books, and William-Seres, att"psilters, primers ard
prayer books. Wholesale stationers with distribution
systems and warehouses, bought from the licensed
pjrntgrs in-quantity. ln 1582, Chisropher Baker, Upper
Warden of the St-ationer's companyl recorded: .in'itre
reign of Henry 8th ... there was anoiher sort of men that
were writen, lymners lillustrators or illuminators of
texts - Ed.] of-books ... called srationers. [They] have,
and partly- to this day do, use to buy thEir Uobts in
gjossqs off the-said piinters, o bind ihem up and sell
,!r"r!.!n their shops, whereby they well main&ined their
families' [somewhat better than todav - Ed.l.
. .In..the- reign of Edward VI'(1537-'53), these
booksellers/binders separated fi nally frbm their masters,
the.sellers of paper, ohce and for ltt. By the end of the
16th century we learn that the bookse[6rs, being grown
the greater and wealthier number, have now man"y6f tne
best copies - yet keep no printing houses. Norilo they
bear any chargg of letter or ottrer f[rniture but only pay
forworkmanship'. Released from the Oominance of thl:
printer's monopolisJic control over printing, paper sales
and the selling and binding of books, bookliirdbrs were
tee to se€k work from wherever it came - stationers,
printen, engravers, booksellers, libraries and private
peryons:From_the outset, the genius of Gutdnberg,
Dolet, Faust, Caxton and de Worde set standards Ei
which we marvel today. The L6th century saw some
decline in standards Uirt ttre ne*i tlro 

"6nt*i". 
,u*

severe decline in every bookmaking craft.

MEMORIES OF THE
I know something of bookbinding.

I commenced my library life as a iunior at the old
Public.J-ibrary of NSW (iow the Siate Library) in
L92l.There was no school. Our training as profes*6nal
officers took place 'on the job'. We iriO to sit several
examinations and one of oui subjects was bookbinding.

Then the General Reference Library as at the corner
of Bent and Macquarie Streets. ! ater, the Mitchell Wing
was opened on the other side of the road. It was named
after th€ grcat benefactor of the library, who was also
one of oqr greatest book collectois, David Scott
Mitchell. He lived in Darlinghurst Road for most of his
life - a home known to every Sydney bookseller; in
those days booksellers delivered. In- the Reference
Library we also collected samples of some of the
world's greatest bookbinders. I beiieve that,s where my
great love.of a well-bound book came into being.

On the other side of phitip Lane #as the
Gov_e.rnment Printing Office. All tlie binding for the
NSW Library was done there as well as the bi-nding for
many State Government Departments - U"oth
letterpres as well as stationery t-inOings. So there was

Ignorance,greed and lack of inventiveness took over.
Standards remained so low for so lon$ that one of
Sheridan's characters stated: 'to say lruth, ma'am, 'tis
very vulgar to [go in to] print'. Comperirion between
printing houses and bookbinders had reached such a
fierce and bitterly fought state of affairs that standards of
production remained low until literacy became a
necessily and a fundamental human right.

Rich men or libraries might order a fine binding:
subscriben would contribule the necessary funds to pay
for a finely printed, well bound edition on good qualily
paper but such were few. All this while bindings werc
still done by hand. The production competiti-veness
introduced by the Industrial Revolution primarity
affected the printer. After all, large job lots of books
could be farmed out to the growing number of home
binders in true cottage industry style.... Charles Dickens
described an East End hovel enshrining a huge French
standing-press which almost filled the tiny living room
of a_poor widow who lived from her bookbinding orden
(18s0).

Adapting several machines used in printing shops
to the more professional (or competitive) bookbinding,
companies were soon concerting their economic skills
to put her and her kind right out of business.

For good or ill, the mechanization of book
production made printed texts more easily available and
much cheaper. That the very same processes cheapenod
almost every quality of 'the book' seemed only recently
to trouble readers. Perhaps this is why amateur
bookbinding groups are growing in number and form in
the western world. The enormous increase in adhesive
'bindings' of expensive cased books provides food for
thought and suggests that the time-honoured techniques
of the craft bookbinder may have to encompass some
radical changes in the near future.

R.F. Abbey

MITCHELL LIBRARY
constant interaction between the old building and that
across the lane.

The binders themselves used the library a great deal,
not only for general reading and reference but especially
for the checking of details of covers as well as contents.
I had a lot to do with them and thought them a very
professional bunch.

When the Dixon-Mitchell basement was laid there
was a bindery founded in the Mitchell and all the work
was done there. When we moved inin 1942, to the new
building there as a new and bigger bindery created. It
was still a branch of the Covernment Printing Office,
once more all the library binding was done there. Rarely
was work sent out. I remember some of the binders
with great affection. Frank Heine was one of the first of
those early employed there that I got to know. Frank
was a very skilled craftsman from Germany. I worked
very closely with Bob King and not long before our
retirement he made me a catalogue of the specially
bound books in both the Reference and the Mitchell
libraries. I also recall Jack Harding, George Shipley and
Keith Ti:rnell, who, in fact, left us to teach at the
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School of Graphic Arts. We missed him. I recall them
all now with great affection. Some great binding was
done in those hallowed walls.

There were also the women sewers. I became great
friends with some of them. The first time that I-saw
them working I became fascinated by their skill. They
sat before their sewing presses, sriwing sections oi
books together with a speed that arved me.

- My first chief was the much respected Mr Ifold and
he was mainly responsible for the wbnderful designs in
the new building when we shifted over in t94I T'he
doors leading into what is now the Mitchell Reading
Room are glass and etched into it is a Grolier boo[
design. Mr Ifold was also responsible for the first use of
kangaroo leather. He experimented with thinss like that.
He had the early volumes of the Sydney Gaieue bound
in kangaroo. Kangaroo is quite a djfficult leather to use
of binding. I don't know-if any of you have used it
much but the problem is made worse by the manner in
which the animal is killed. Thev are usdallv shor so the
skins h-ave. great holes in them. But it's a wonderfully
sJrong leather,-v-ery-durable and cheap We made many
things with it. Mr Ifold was also very'fussy that when "a

book's cover was designed the design had-to reflect the
book's contents.
_ sopg years ago, I was in Washington: I visited the
Folger Ubrary. Folger had been a very rich American
book collector and- the library was derived from his
lgquest which was the world's greatest colleclion of
Shakespeariana in private hands. IIis collection included
many manuscrip-ts as well. But I found the bindings of
those great books as interesting as the contents.-The
curators there told me that nothins does a book more
good th_an fondling it. Fondling-makes the leather
supple. I told that here in Sydney we have one of the
world's wont climates for books; esDeciallv for leather
covers. The copies of the old Gazetics and others were
bound in red calf or sheepskin and had alreadv crumbled
into dr:fl. This high level of humidiry ever'-present in
the Sydney atmosphere caused us to ihift inio an air-
conditioned building. The air-conditioning not only
helped to preserve us, but the bindings as well as thi:

paper inside them. Yet down in Adelaide, where the air
is dry for eleven months of the year I saw, in the
archives of Adelaide University, an old stone building
on the fbrrace there, books and other archival material
stored on the ground! Now there you have a dry, stable
climate - really suitable for the long-term storage of
books.

Mypreoccupationwith humidity is due to the fact
that I was put in charge of newspapers and, believe me,
they need some conserving.

Some of the editions of the Gazette were different
sizes. Eventually it led to us using one of the first steel
cabinets ever brought to Australia for lhe storage of
documents. Thanks to the William Dixon Foundation
some of those volumes have been r€printed by the State
Library. One unique issue of that, by the way, was
published on September 141h, 1806, on grocer's
wrapping paper - it was all that the colony had at that
time. It took the early colonists monlhs and sometimes
years to get things out from England.

T1ne Sydney Monitor was another newspaper of the
time. It ran from L826 to 1841. It was a very fine
newspaper and it played an important part in the
political struggles of those days.

T1ae Sydney Morning Herald began on April 18th,
1831-. Many other papen had short lives and all had
many difficulties..The Columnist ran from 1835 until
1840; it was established by the Reverend John Dunmore
Lang. Although it was a much more literary newspaper
than the others it also attempted to influence established
religious opinions in the colony. As you would
imagine, it was a difficult job.

When it looked as though the Japanese were
coming soulh the greatesl lreasures of lhe Mitchell were
sent to the counlry. Tbns of newspapers were lo be
packed up so we called for volunte€rs from the public.
They came in droves to help us pack everything up for
shipping out to the country. Where everything went I
never discovered - nor do I know to this day.

But after the war everything came back and I was
back at work with them' 

Jean Arnot

READER

them, Andrew While, was a bookbinder. The letter was
written by Thomas McCulloch, a stocking-weaver, and
it was addressed to his wife in Glasgow. It's too long to
be reprinted in this column but its contents remind me
of the many years that historians the printed word of
'official documents' as divine script. So that the
criminal charges levelled against the early convict
population brought about a certainty in researchem'
minds lhat they were, mostly, thieves and murderers
settled here. Only in recent years have the halls of
academia rung with whispered suggeslions that barely a
dozen convictions can be verifiably stated to actually
refer to acts of rebellion. Yet from mid-18th to mid-
19th century Britain suffered almost perpetual riots,
TMpuddle and kindred martyrs, Highland rebellions and
'clearances'Irish revolutions, famines - even marches
on Buckingham Palace itself.
Genteel Pursuir An SMfl columnist quoles and ABC

TO THE
The_p-rim?ry Iegson for any book to be published was
need for the information or amusemenl ihat its pages
contained. Few people read'widely'. Almost everyone,
professional or hileitante, confinei their book buyin!
to those that they ,nust have. Only bibliomaiiac"s
requlre no cause to acquire another book - lust alone
drives them.

It has been said that a customer came to Cobden-
Sanderson. to complain of an invoice for six pounds
sterling. She claimed thar there was insufficieit gold
tooling for such 'an exorbitant price'. .Madam'] he
replied,, 'I charge as much money for mv restraint as for
my elaboration'. Well, if he didn't say it,, let,s hope
that someone did.

Bookbinders ap^pear to have long been an outspoken
lot: a letter from Sydney, dated L2th October ^1g21,
reters to some Scottish rebels, who had been ,engaged
in the unfortunate affair at Bonnymuir' and, o-niof
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presenter in this droll manner, 'cooking will become
very much like bookbinding: a genteel pursuit for
people with too much time on their hands'. so there we
go; I've been called many things bfina,er genlenl'

Before Printing there was bookbinding, for what
manuscripts were then in being, were made publick by
transcribing them, by certain clerks writing a good
hand, and made a livelihood thereof, the written books
wereconveyed to the binder, who bound them after what
manner the owner directed him: As authors and books
encrease4 so did his profit by his trade, insomuch that
some of these binden grew rich, and purchased so many
manuscripts as to furnish a shop indifferently according
to those times, and dying left their sons well stocked:
but printing coming in, broke the neck of the writing
clerks, but yet gave a considerable lift to the rising
Bookbinder, who not only bound for others but himself,
and printing his own copies, had work enough to do to
bind his own books, his stock increasing by benefit of
printing, it was business enough for him to mind his
shop, and see that his servants plea^s'd his customers,
and now resolves to work no more: His sewing press
lias mouldy in the garret, his plow neglected lies, and
his knives rust; the screws of his standing and his
cutting-presses have forgot their wonted duty, and
stubbornly won't stir an inch for any; his marble-
moody-beating-stone weeps incessantly to see the
weighty hammer lie rusting in a corner unregarded: In
short, if he work it is for his pleasure, and what pains
he takes now and then in binding of a book is his
pastime. The son after his father's decease scornes the
mean title of a Bookbinder, and therefore employs
others, and is hencefomard stil'd a Bookseller; and the
rest of his brethren who are able, follow his example.
Thus Binding formerly was the rise of a lazy
Bookseller.'-Richard Head" Proteus Redivivus, or The
Art of Wheedling, L679

What has hundreds of Page's, twenty-six Board's but no
Buckram? It also has no iheep but ilne Sheepskin, four
Calf, five Roan's, twelve Basil and one Morocco. As
well it has one hundred and sixteen Head's but no Fore-
edge's, Thil's or Endpaper's. It has no Bindery^, no
Fo-nvarder, no Finisher, but has one Bookbinder, fifteen
Binder's, with seven Binding's? The answer: Sydney's
White Pages surname listings.-Iliviality at its worst?
But then-Melbourne has nb Bookbinder's, possibly
because they only have two Bookmen.

Newsletter No, 3 of the Association of Handcraft
Printers ofAustralia
This little curiosity showed up the other day. It appears
to be the sole production of :

The Hand Press,
Mr John Setek
7 Wills Court
Paradise Point
Queensland 4216.

Interested readers may oblain this regularly and free ftom
the above address. Seeing's believing, folks!

Charles Aldritt, the Printer, stated: 'Nolhing plofits our
craftmorethanthe increment of association'. Well, we
would all raise our glasses to that one. Yet it might be
as well for us top rcalize that among our, now _qaly,
members we have hobby binders, beginners, highly
experienced journeymen- (and women), professional
bobkt i nder"s, archiv is ti, I ib rari ans, 

-booksellers,

restorers, conservators and aesthet€s.
The world had been pretty harsh to bookbinding

until members of the Guild gathered to fight for the
survival of the handcrafl. So let's never forget the
ANZAG, but neither should we forget that our strength
like theirs, lies in our unity, and our 'incremenl of
association' 

scribrerus

ROUGH EDGE GILDING
The following notes formed part of Daphne Dobbyn's Workshop on the subject They derive. front
a sit of notis given'by Jen'Lindiay io her studints of which- Daphne was one, combined. u'ith
notes iwitten bj Oaphie herself. Giatefiil acknowledgiment is heri made to Jen Littdsay for the use

ofher notes.' 
Jen Lindsay trained as a teacher and taugltt English befoye studying .bookbinding at

Camberwell Scitool of Art and Crafts, London, frbm 1977-1979. She then established her own
bindery. She is a Fello:u, of Designer'Bookbinderi and her work is in private and public collections
in Eirope and USA.'Sinci January 1983 Jen has been bookbinding tutor.for.the
CalligrafhylBookbinding Course at Diiby Sruart College, Roehamptory London, and is joint
tutor of the Advanced Bo,okbinding Course at the same college.

Rough edge gilding is done:

Before the book is sewn
After any necessary guarding and repair;
After sections have been pressed;
Afterendpapers have been made.

Equipment:
Large squinel hair brush no. 6 to use with french
chalk;

French chalk;
Sandpaper: medium, fine and flour;
1 setbf measuring spoons (not to be used for any

other purpose);
Davis gelatine;
Gilders cushion
Armenian bole;
Gold knife from Leather House Grossman - long

flexible blade
Flat watercolour bnsh for applying paste;
Flat oxhair brush 1" wide for applying gelatine;
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Sable brush No. 8 for patching;
Fuller's Earth or Bath Brick;
Small natural sponge;
Large agate dog tooth burnisher.

Close windows before starting.

Wear leather gloves when sanding.

Prepare cushion with Fuller's Earth.

Prepare knife with talc by dusting along both sides.

1. Pull the sections completely apart and mix the
sheets so that no two are in their corect numerical
order. If the book is to be gilded at both head and tail
then altemate the folds head to tail. (This is done to
disguise any flaw in the gilding - ir will not be
noticeable when the sections are replaced in the corect
order).

2. Cut two pieces of 2.3 mm thick millboard ro a
little larger than the size of the texu square them - or
use gilding boards.

3. If gilding all three edges start wirh the fore edge: it
may be necessary to do the fore edge in two stages if
the deckle is very uneven and gitding in one block
would not reach the shorter sheets. If this is the case,
open out each folded sheet and gild in two operations,
i.e. half the fore edge at a time.

4. Prepare two sections of packing: one to be placed
either side of the text. This paper should be ryping-
paper, cartridge or similar.

5 Place the text plus packing between the millboards
and knock down as evenly as possible; remove the
millboard and fan out the edge of rhe text. Brush with
french chalk. (This is to prevent the edges sticking
together). Apply what is left on the brush to your gold
knife.

6. Knock down the edge again and, with the book still
between the millboards, place it between gilding boards
and put it in a lying press. Tighten the press as much as
possible. The gilding boards and book block can be up
to 4 mm above the press if desired to save the fingers
when sanding.

7. Do not touch the edge with the handslfingers
hereafret

8. Sand the edge thoroughly, one way only, with
medium sandpaper. Brush dust away. Sand with fine
sandpaper. Brush the dust away. Finish by sanding with
flour paper and brushing clean. Clean press by blowing
or brushing with a different brush.

9. To make gelatine: Mix ll4 teaspoon powdered
gelatine with 4 tablespoons of boiling water (add the
powder to the water). Ensure the gelatine is thoroughly
diluted and clear. Allow to cool before use.

N.B. Place the brush with which you will
apply the gelatine in the mixture a few
minutes before you intend lo use it, thus
giving air bubbles time to disappear.

The quality of your gelatine brush is very
important: this should be used for no other
purpose.. A 1" flat oxhair brush or a flat
squirrel hair watercolour brush is adequate. a
no. 8 sable brush should be kept for 'patching'

and not used for azy other PurPose.

10. Using thick paste, on a flat watercolour brush,
lightly paste the 

-edge and brush it dry with a stiff
bristl6. Brush until ii is shiny. Brush across the edge
until it is shiny. The lighter the touch the shorter the
time it takes.

11. Take a small natural sponge and dampen it with a

little of the gelaline mixture. Use the damp sponge to
pick up the Armenian bole and test the colour density
on scrap paper. Apply to the book edge and allow to
dry. When dry, brush it until it is shiny.

L2. Prepare lhe gold cushion by dusting with a little
Fuller's Earth or Bath Brick dust.

13. Preparethe GoA

Thke out the air from the gold by running the
gold knife from the spine to the fore edge
across the book.

Close the gold book before the gold goes onto
the gold cushion .

Measure the width of the book edge with
dividen - beginncrs should be generous.

On the cushion mark width of strips of gold
with dividers.

Cut strips by putting the handle edge of the
knifedownfirst to resl on the mark, then
take it across to the mark on the other side
of the gold and along the gold in one
operation.

Cut sufficient gold strips to cover the edgc.

Pick up each strip with a flock card. The gold
sfiould be jus't beyond the edge of the cIrd.

To pick up put the right hand edge of the card
- 
down and rcll the top edge of the card
along the gold. Lifl from the cushion.
Goldshouldbe stuck at the edges but not
in the middle.

Line up the flock cards with the gold
uppbrmost within easy reach of the book
in the press.

14. Apply gelatine to a portion of the edge and lay.on
the goid; itris is repeated along the edge l ovgrtapping
sligf,-tly each time - until lhe whole edge is gilded.

To pru gold on the bookz

Pick up the flock
slightly bend I

book.

the left hand -while carrying the
: card in
the card

Overlap by 314 mm the gelatine and gold.

Patch if necessary.

Tb test if goA is dry:
Scrape the gilt part of the millboards with a

fingemail.

Breathe on the gold. If it dries quickly it is
ready lo burnish.

French gilden leavejobs to dry overnight.

15. Drying time varies according to humidity, room
temperature etc. but it is best to leave in the press
oveinight. Burnish with a dog tooth burnisher through a
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piece of single-sided silicone release paper (waxed side
uppermosl), to help the bumisher slide more easily.

Burnish across the edge.

To Patch

Use the no. 8 sable brush to tip the patch area
with gelatine.

Lay on a small piece of gold a little larger than
the area to be patched

16. When gold edge has been bumished through paper
andis to your liking, burnish slightly across the book

MOROCCO BOUND

USING A PLOUGH
Some Do's and Don'ts YYhen Ploughing

REMOVTNG BOOK PLATES

without the paper. Put a thin layer of wax onlo the gold
with the paim-of your hand. Burnish again across the
book dirdctly onto the gold; softly at first gradualiy
increasing tlie pressure.-When the gold is bright and
shiny burnish along the book in the same manner.

17 Take the book out of the press and put aside the
sildins boards. SIao the book flat on the bench to
ioosen"the sheets. R'imove the millboards. With fingen
eilher side of the text block manipulale the text-block
by twisting along the edge in a snaking manner.
Si:parate the leaveJwith a very fine bone folder.' Daphne Dobbyn

Always sharpen the plough blade before using. Use a
figure of eight movement on the stone on the non-flat
side of the blade; then take the burr off the flat side.
Keep the blade perfectly flat during this exercise by
using one hand to move the blade across the stone and
the other hand on top to keep all of the blade on the
slone.

Repeat this exercise on a strop.
Secure the blade in the plough. Always use its

small an mount of blade as possible. The blade should
not project into the jaw of the plough further than the
book is wide.

Always use pressing boards which are perfectly
squarB.

The book itself, if it has been knocked up properly
before marking the sewing stations and sewn, should be
able to be made square by being knocked up again.

Put the book between pressing boards with a piece
of scrap-millboard (2 mm or more) behind the book.
The scrap-board behind the book is to cut against so as
not to blunt the blade.

Knock the book square.
Carefully remove the front board to reveal the

cutting line.
Place the book in the middle of the press being

careful to keep book plus boan in exactly lhe square

position. Always have the spine facing the downward
stroke of the plough.

The front board, which is against the cutting line
should be level with the cheek of the press' Tighten the
press just enough to hotd the book in Position.- 

Check the position of the plough blade against the
cutting line. Get it right before you start cutting.

Itrake sure the book is'squire in the press and not
askew. Use your eye and even if il seems right ue a

small spirit level to double check:
1. Along the spine;
2. Across the spine;
3. Along the head.

Tighten the book quite tight and check the
squareness of the book again.^ Put the plough in The press. Make the left hand
comfortable dn thtplough an'd keep the left plough jaw
against the plougli guide. Keep it in that position
throushout the cuttins.

,fi*ayt cut in thifollowing order:
1. Fore edge which is cut before rounding ard
backing;
2. Tail;
3. Head.

Mark the line on which you wanl to cul.
Daphne Dobbyn

Book plates are often a treasured part of an old book and
have to be carefully considered when carrying out
repairs. When putting in new endpapers, it is usually
fairly easy to remove the book-plate and paste it back
on to the new endpaper. Fint of all, however, it is
important to check that the handwritten parts were not
done in soluble ink. Old ink was based on iron gall and
is usually quite insoluble, but modern inks, iuch as
Quink are designed to be washable.

To determine how soluble the ink is, take a
toothpick and wrap a tine bil of cotton wool round the
tip. Dip in water,distilled if possible, and squeeze out
any surplus with a piece of blotting paper. Carefully
roll the damp tip over an inconspicuous bit of hand-

writing - do not rub - for a minute or so. Irnpect the
damp tip with great care - you may like to use a lens,
and if there is even the slightest tinge of colour, assume
that the ink is soluble, If there is no colour on the
cotton wool, you can go ahead and removed the plate.
Most old plates were pasted on or glued with a

reversible ahimal glue or past, so they can be removed
with water.

Cut a piece of blotting paper the -same.size 
as the

the plate a:nd soak it in a mixture of 50Vo meths in
watdr - the alcohol helps the water to soak into the
paper. Brush the surface of the plate with the same
hi-xture and put the blotter exactly over the plate. Cover
with a piecebf plastic, then a small board and hold all
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these pieces down with a small weighl. Keep inspecting
the plate 1o determine when the glue becomes soft
enough to peel it off, renewing the liquid when
necessary. With luck, eventually the plate can be peeled
off. Put it upside down in a dish of water and with a
very soft paint brush remove the old glue from the
underside. The plate can then be repasted on to the new
endpaper.

If it won't come off, or the ink is soluble the
problem is much more tricky.

One solution is not to replace the endpapers, but to
repair the joint, assuming the paper has split along the
fold. Remove the fly-leaf, then with a scalpel or lifting
knife carefully raise the pastedown on the board at the
shoulder for about an inch. If the pastedown is very
thin, or rotten, you may have to lift a bit of the board
as well. Cut a piece of bond paper (vertical grain) the
width of the shoulder plus one cm and colour it to
match or blend with the end papers with acrylic or
watercolour paints. If using acrylics, colour the edge of
the raised strip. of pastedown as well. Paste the bank
paperoverthe joint with one small strip on the board,
and the other on the first page of the book.

Paste the raised strip back onto the the bank paper,
trim the fly-leaf to fit just up to the shoulder and tip it
in (fig. 1). This makes a very neat repair with
minimum interference of the book.

If it is essential to replace the endpaper, for
instance, if the fly-leaf is missing, protect the plate
with a piece of bond paper Exactly the size of the plate.
Using a small paint-brush glue the edge of the bond
papet only and put it over the plate. Paste the new
endpapen down as usual over the plate and Protector,
and when it is quite dry, 'feel' for the edges of the plate
and cut along them through the endpaper with a sharp
scalpel. Remove the endpaper piece and bond protector

to reveal the Plate. This is the 'window' method (fig'
2).' Another method is useful if the plate is very
delicate or attacked by insects, and the 

-pastedown 
is

strong paper. Cut rouitd the Plate 1 4m [ory the edge

anO riaXe ttre cut deep enougli to go through the surface

lavers of the board. Pick upbne cbrner and peel off the
pllte,pastedown and surfdce layen of the board. Tiim
ifre edee back exactlv to the edge of the plate.

P&te the endplper dowi and push it into the
recessed area. Pasti: the plate sandwich and put it into
the sunk area. Tiimmini of the little bit round the edge

should compensate for-the thickness of the endpaper.
Press the board finnly between tins and blotting paper,

and an invisible repaii should result (fi$ 3) 
e McNicol

Pastedown.!
Flyleafr

Platc Pasledown
!l

Fig. 2 Window Method CIhe gaP is exaggerated)

Fig. 3 Removal Method

HANDY

Backing Boards which Slip
Old books were frequently sewn with very thin thread
which deteriorates over the yean and is the cause of the
whole book collapsing and needing to be resewn. Before
resewing with stronger thrcad the sections usually have

When the book is put in the press with lhe backing
boards placed at BB, and the press is tightened, the
backing boards can slide down to CC and it is
impossible to control the depth of the shoulder. To
overcome this problem, pack the sections with sheets of
thin card or bundles of several sheets of newspaper the
size of the book, taking care to insert the packing no
further than the required shoulder distance. Adjust the
amounl of packing until the boards will stay in place
when the press is screwed up. It is then easy to control
the depth of the shoulder, but remember to remove the

HINTS

to be rcpaired by guarding with repair-paper. 
-

Afier resewiig, it is-commofuy found that there is
an excessive amolnt of 'swell' inthe spine which no
amount of hammering or pressing can diminish, and can

lead to problems with backing.

oackins afler backing and lining. The back will
ilrobabl"y be rounder tha-n you would-like, but it can't be

helped.

Crompton Tissue for PaPer RePairs
To fill in a missing corner, place the 9ry Paper on a
sheet of Mylar wiih anothea shee-t of Mylar on rop.
Overlap the comer with a piece of Japanese paper about
the same weight as and toning with the page.

Fig. 1 Joint Repair
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Ort hft for

ScE/
I

PaS. Mylar

, Score theJapanese paperexactly over the torn edge
of the page, lift bff and cirefully s6parate rhe rwo biis.
You should then have a piece of Jab paper which fits
the torn edge exactly. Wiih the two she-ets- of Mylar still
in position, overiap the corner with a piece of
Qr.onlpton tissu€ the same size ass the Jap paier, shiny
side down. With a small scalpel nor loo ltiar!, cut rha

tissue 3 mm in from the torn edge and remove the
surplus. Turn the page over and doe the same on the
other side with the Crompton tissue. Remove rhe
protective paper from both pieces of tissue. With a
warm soldering iron (the tissue adhesive melts at about
130o C so don't get it too hot) tack one piece of tissue
in position on the page over a sheet of Remay. Turn the
page over, place the Japanese paper in position and tack
in place. Put the other piece of Crompton tissue in
position overlapping the lorn edge and tack that in
position. Now, if the soldering iron is big enough, you
should be able to iron the whole of the adhesive surface
to make it stick. If not, use a domestic iron with much
caution set at the lowest possible temperature.

You should end up with a laminated page repair
which is quite flat. Ideally an Ademco tacking iron is

Crompon tisue

the implement.to use, but it
is very expensive, so unless
you have a lot to do, it is
worth experimenting with
other available heaters.

June McNicol
Cmmptoo tissue

- seems to embody a special mystique for trade
finishers. It is the simplest and cheapest tool of their
trade and is passed on as an heirloom lo successors.
8. The gold cr6hion, which is covered with leather
flesh side up, needs to be smooth, flat and firm for
laying down, cutting, and lifting the gold leaf. It is
prepared for use each time by scraping Bath brick,or
sprinkling talc, and spread with the gold-working knife,
to kill all grease.

9. For gold leaf, double gold is best if available.
Oxford Art Supplies have gold leaf in a variety of
colours - green, req yellow etc.

Now, after these prelimi"Tff here follows tlrc method

10. On a piece of bank paper draw a horizontal line and
mark a centre point. The letters 'hang' from this line so
thal the top of the tool can be seen clearly and thus
aligned. As an aide-mlmoire pnnt the word or words
required above the line - and in fact it is a good idea
when possible to set out the tools on the pad in the
order they will appear in the finished text. It is not
necessary to pre-mark the letter positions; balance the
spacing by eye according to the weight of the letter.
11. Now tool the text onto lhe paper below the line,
starting from the centre and working outwarG, inking
letters on the ink pad. At all stages of applying the
letters, take a firm full-hand grip of the handle, thumb
on top and steadying with the other hand and rubber
thumb when hot, and apply firmly and rock back and
forth and side to side to give full impression.
12. Slightly moisten the leather and position the text
paper and secure with sellotape.
13. Clean tools on leather pad and heat. When ready the
stem should sizzle, then quench on stem (never on
letter) and proceed to blind tool the text though the
paper.
14. Remove paper and blind-tool again direct on the

Jap

A FINTSHING WORKSHOP WTTH HEATHER McPHERSON
As reported by John Fisher

Always a fint class teacher, Healher gave a most
IgyTding workshop on gold tooling at theRalph lrwis
Workshop on May I2.-Here are Iome to th'e salient
points.
l-. An excellent book - if you can find a copy- is
Aod"* Binding by Alec. i. Vaughan (de M6ntfort
Press,. 195O). It tras a whole sectlon ol tooling and
traditional decoration [and another on statiSnery
binding- Ed.l
2. Good task-lighting is essential, as is a good
magnifying glass - how else can you hope to apply
glaire accurately, or check the finisheil work?3. Another essential is an orderly workbench, and
clean tools - obvious when you se6 Heather at work.
Heater top left, cushion bottom lefl, work in centre and
raised up on say a couple of telephone books to give
better control, handle-l-etters neatiy laid out in a row
above work and on a towelling pad to keep them apart
anq prytect the letter itself, giaire, ink pad, etc. to'the
right. 

-Just this set-up puts one in the- right frame of
mind forgood work! 

-

4 Heather suggests handle-letters in preference to a
typeholder, particularly for working on the spine, and
tor practice, letters larger than, say, 12 point. Tools
must be clean and polished before siarting, and touched
up whilst working on a piece of leather, flesh side up.
clarity of the finished work depends on the dwell time,
the.polish on the tool and th-e heat. Any good brass
polish will do 

-__Heather 
uses Duraglit, which may

only be sold in U.K.
5.. 

- 
For t-reg1ing, use a small electric portable hotplate

with a suitable rack to support the handles of the ldtters

- Heather uses a splendid steel ,crown' made by a
grateful student whici supports a considerable num'ber
of tools durins heatins.
6. Tire quat"ity of th"e leather contributes to the end
result. Sheep, calf and kangaroo need a pastewash to fill
the pores, but morocco doEs not.
7. Thequencher-simply a moistened pad on a dish
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leather with good pressure. do not be too concerned if
the letten are not perfectly aligned because they can be
'humoired' into exact position during successive stages
of tooling, even after applying the gold. A minor
mistake can often be made good by either moistening
th€ leiler or by applying sellotape to lift up rhe grain.
15. Now infill the blind-tooled letteri witi- glaire
applied with a very fine brush - this is wherE the
magnifyllg glass and good light become essential. Try
to^ ggt full coverage but not run the glaire up the side-s
of the impressions, although the goid will rinly adhere
under the heated metal and surplus can be r6moved.
Allow about ten minutes to dry. 

-

16. Using the de-greased gold knife, transfer a sheet of
gold leaf to the cushion and cut into small squares. put
a very small amount of vaseline on the heated tool with
cotton wool. and pick up a square from cushion and
gently turn over free edges of gold with clean cotton
wool. Check position witir ttinO tooling and apply
tool, rocking as before. Clean off with lfuhter fl:did,
clean tool with toothbrush, and repeat the fold tooling
ggail-as necessary after applying niore glairel
17. We used Aurofix giaiie dr B.S.-glaire, both of
which have a shellac base and can only bE removed with
thimers. Lighter fluid cleaned off any residual vaseline.
White-of-egg glaire can be removed with water.

Tlrcnfollowed a brief demonstration of Line
Tooling

18. Wirh dividers and square set out the pattern of the
lines and rule blind 'wells' quite deep using a small
pointed and thin bone folder, firming-up the angles with
a pallet. Apply glaire etc. as for lettering and allow to
dry.
19. Apply gold to the angles first with the pallet. N.B.:
do not dig the pallet in too hard at any stage and fair-out
towards free end so that the wheel of the fillet can
follow on smoothly.
20. The gold leaf is applied to the the fillet by means
of thin strips and pat down to lhe sides with clean
cotton wool. Both pallet and fillet have a flat side with
which to sight the line. Hold the handle of the fillet
firmly, tucking it well into the shoulder, feel for the
well and sight along the flat side.
21. As an alternative to square corners, a decoration can
be used.
22. Cur,ted decorative lines on a large radius can be
tooled using a farthing wheel, with the same processes.
23. Always use a thin metal plale under the board being
tooled to stop the heat concentration on the book itself,
and always leave the endpapers unpasted afier tooling.
Gold leaf may be laid direct on the lealher, rather than
on the tool ilself - a matter of personal preference.

WORK IN PROGRESS - No. 8
The Hollow Back and False Raised Bands

The hollow back is a made tube of paper which is Thiswaswellrubbeddownwithabonefolderusing the
attachedtothespineof thebook.Itbecamewidelyused flat side of the folder, and allowed to dry for a-fewin England after the 1820's and its use is still moments. During this time I cut the larler piece of
controversial as it is thought to be weaker than the tight archive text papel from which the hollow ls rirade. In
back. However, a hollowback, usually with false rais=ed this case the^p6per size was to be 57 cms x 31- cms,
bands, created a classic 19th and ehrly 20th century i..e. an extra'fiv'e cms head and tail and six times the
look. It was a finisher's delight since ihere was littlb fufl width of the spine. Making the hollow off-the-back
chance of the gold moving or cracking when the book involves a series oT fotding aclions as follows: fold the
was opened._ The hollow also allowed- books that were paper (grain direction paraltet to spine) once the exact
printedonaheavy.thickpaperto,openmorefreely.So ivi'otn'5f the spine hnd, using'lhii hot glue for
there were two aclvantages worth considering but its preference, glue the upper part (outside) of the fold
gpponents-felt it was a weaker structure and certainly ieaving the ilnsides free'from'glue. Ttren fold the paper
the. trse.of cheap acid paper made the hollow baci< again Ind glue these two surfades together. Ar this sta-geunoeslrable. I usually glue up the spine of the book and adhere the

A great deal o! my work is conservation and partly fini-shed liotlow bnto the spine. I rub down rhe
restorationof books.At_thepre5snttime I am restoring fartihtty made hollow and then-to finish the whole
a copy of Mrs Beeton's HousehoW Management. First, f iontinue lo fold in concertina fashion the paper so that
must remove the remnants of the original back and there are lhe three glued layers of paper on the upper
clean off the worn and patchy hollow. There were stuck- part of the hollow. I ttren fold in dverhanging come-ri of
on,machine-madeend'bandL; animal glue; Dlus some ihe hotlow to that the extreme ends oitlie tube are
'hopeful' had used PVA that had to -be rtjmoved. I pressed down onto the spine and I leave this for several
intgnded- to replace the stuck-on endbands and the hours to set. If time perrnis I leave it to set overnight.
hollow, then cover the spine and corners with calf dyed When fully set I unfold the overhanging corn-ers
blue to match the orig_inal. How did I make the holiow carefully anO wirh a large pair of scissors/Ihelrs held ar
and what material did I use? right-angles to the spirie I cut away the overhand level

^^ 
Once-the.spinehadbeencleanedwithpaste(to soak wln tnE top of thi: endbands. I-check whether the

off the old animal glue) fresh animal glue was heated on hollow has siuck well by opening the book out on the
the stove and the endbands were stuck on. A thin layer bench. If all is well I 

-colitinue 
lo the next stage of

gf glue 
9s ^thjn 

applied to the 
-spine. This copy of Mn marking-up for the false raised bands. 1ro be continucd]n ncxr

Beeton is-9.5 cms thick, and 20.5 cms head t6-tail, and isue)

Leatherhouse Grossman
Thi-s finn has been merged with Parkinson & Mann ar 28 Lord Sr. Boranv 2019. The new oremises allow Cliff Yeo ro disolav lhelools 9ncl-.b-ookbinding materials better than before. He still has a few chea6 marble oaoers and skins remainins from their cldarince:
and Shertield Steel sFears at S30 including sales tas are a qood buv. Resiettablv ttiei still air-freisht manv Enes which sends them'over the top'._But a visit is recommendeE. crirt ii preoirins;n ;'d";;iG;;;;i't", flt"iii"i bi,ii7 ii"tlii tnEi tareii priiiJ. voui
Joumey could be combined with a visit to Leo White^s iellurfi'and skin factory - rear of tOa Aylesbury Ril, Borany (ph.'666 a61)

a.pieceof80 gsm Archive Tbxr paper cur ro lhat exact
size was stuck on to the spine beiween the tailbands.
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OBITUARIES
Gaston Renard
Gaston Renard, the rare-book seller of Brisbane and
Melbourne died on July 9rh in Melbourne. Known
lhrcughout the bookselling world as a 'difficult' man,
his verdict on the age and value of antiquarian books
was rarely disputed. For a few years he went to l,ondon
and traded there but returned to Melbourne and recently
handed over the management of his shop to his sori,
Julian. He was aged75.

Margaret Woodhouse
Long time mgryaer of the Guild, bookseller Margaret
Woodhorse of Gordon, died at the age of 62. When she
died, Margarel was president of the australian and New
Tnaland Association of Antiquarian Booksellers, of
which she had been a foundation member. She was also
a prime mover in the association's fairs.

She purchased the Koala Lrnding Library and Gift
Shop. in 

-Miller 
Street, North Sydney-in 1!)62'.

She later moved to 89 Young Stre+lt and was long at
History H9use, 133 Macquarie Streer. In 1983 -she

moved to Roseville and then to Gordon.

JOHN MITCHELL
Australian Visit 1991

During his visit to Australia in March 1991, John
Mitchell will be conducting Demonstrations and
Workshops with the cooperition of the various
Australian Guilds.

He was born in 1932 in North London. He served
his apprenticeship as a gold finisher in rhe W.H. Smirh
Pil9:.y. lle was employed from 1955 to 1970 by
H.M.S.O. in binderies a-t Cornwall House, Bainbridge Si,
W-ar Office, House of I-ords, Foreign Office, and B-ritish
Museum as a fonyarder/finisher Forlix of these years he
was engaged. as a part-time teacher at London College of
Printing until 1970, when he became a full-time ledturer
and later senior lecturer in Bookbinding until 1986 when
he opted for early retirement

He is a C&G Medallist in all aspects of craft
bookbinding and is C&G Examinef in Advanced
Bookbinding and a has been a member of the Advisory
Committee._of that body for fourteen years. He also hai
many_qualifications connected with lh6 Printing Industry.

During his career as a bookbinder he hai execut;d
many commissions for prominent people and bodies.
These include Queen Elizabeth, Prin&ss'Anne, president
Kennedy (both before and after his death), Winston
Qhurchill, Lincoln Cathedral, Chetmsford-Cathedral,
House of Commons, British Museum, Greenwich
Maritime Museum, Sotherby's and various private press
productions.

Since his retirement he has worked as a free-lance
lecturer in Bookbinding - lecturing at Brunel College,
Bristol, Guildford C-olleee of TEchnolosv. Lond-on
9ollege of Printing, -Digby Srewafi- College,
Roehampton, _Missenden- Abbef and Soundwell Collelge,
Bristol. He has formed two business, one in fi-ne
bookbinding and one making bookbinding presses and
equipment.

He is a member of IOP (Institure of prinring); DB
(Designer. Bookbinders); IOPC (lnstiture of -Paper

9onservation); PI A (Private Libiaries Association);
SOBBR. (S-ociety of Bookbinders and Book Resrorers). '

Bookbinders wishing to join any of his claises
should contact the Secretary of their locdt GuilO.

For many years Margaret Woodhouse, although a
librarian by training, edited and published books of
Australian book-auction records. Her business was
strong in Australian and Pacific materials. she also had
a big personal interest in postcard collections. She had a
reputation for paying fair market prices for her material,
which may have related to her devout Catholicism but
was, more likely, derived from her slrong sense of
generosity to all.

The above are facts of this gentle lady's short life.
Listing them cannot describe the kindly and friendly
personality which so many book colleclols,
Iibrarians,booksellen and readers learned to esteem and
cherish with true affection. She spent lhirty years in a
line of business which thrives upon astuteness and
gossip; to her last day, Margarel Woodhouse tempered
every harsh judgement with a kindly footnote ard
described others with the gentle care with which she
cataloguedher stock of books. Few booksellers in this
country will be so deeply missed. She is survived by
her husband Frank, and her mother, Agnes.

Corespondence
I always seem to be writing to ask permission to reprint
something from your newsletter as you have so many articles
which I think will interest our members. (I ofien find reference
in other journals to our newsletter for articles reprinted from
yours!) You arc obviously very lalented at getting your members
to contribute both articles aad drawings lo accompany them...

This time I would be grateful for permission lo reprint the
unsigned piece ... on 'Corners...' in the May 199O issue of MB.
..Could you pass on my request to Mr Doslov at thevictorian
Guild?

I look forward as usual to a favourable response and lhe
next issue. ...
Siacere best wishes to all in the NSW Guild, some of whom I
feel as if I know personally through correspondence and your
newsletler, and one , Daphne Dobbyn, whom I mel a Eotrth or
two ago when she was visiting her cousin ,o ,on 

HrXf* ,U,",
lEAitor Caudiatt Bo*bh&rs aad Bo* *tiss Guitd Newsletterj)

Corrigendum
Under the Headins Book Historian on Dase 22 of Yol.
11, No 2 the wofo 'biblioeraphy' in tlie"first line should
reda 'bibliology'. we apol6gi&'ro Dr Chick for the

Headbands and How to Work Them
By Jane Greenfield and Jenny Hille.

The NSW Guild made a bulk order of this 8vo, 96 page
book in its second edition from Oak Knoll Books , USA.
It is described as the only practical manual on how to
create a head band by hand, with step by step
instructions and diagrams. Twelve different headbands
including a new method of working a French double
headband.

Untrimmed folders and gathered sheeL:s, on acid free
paper, suitable for binding, usually $US 20 plus postage,
but just a few copies available at $AUD 20 ($22 posted).
Beyond what we have the price probably has to be SAUD
35 posted, so please let us know if you want one brought
in if our current stock has run out.

Orders to Michael Mathcw, Secrelary, Guild of Craft
Bookbinders, P.O. Box 111, Glebe 2037. Payment due
upon delivery. Telephone inquiries (O2) 498 3522.
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